He's always been sort of a, you know, wide lapses and all.

That car he's driving tonight... bucket seats, carpeting, console, vinyl trim, big V8. Frankly, I don't think he can afford it.

Yes, who does he think he's going to impress?

It's Dodge Coronet. And frankly, Charlie can afford it. So can you. Coronet. The hot new Dodge at a new lower price.

Locked chapel

To the Editor: I wonder if God had to get up for nine o'clock. Or perhaps He didn't care locking up labs or offices for the night, but the chapel was. It is our expectation that the New York Times, February 15. The actual goals of the committee would be established by a consensus of those present at the meeting. The signers of this letter include both faculty and graduate students. It is our hope that the committee will be representative of the entire M.I.T. community.

Prof. Warren Ambrose, mathematics

Michael Marcus, mathematics

Norton Starr, mathematics

Charles Levenson, electronics

Thomas J. Harguson, Political science

Home Life honors Shah

Vijay J. Shah '63, a graduate student in the School of Industrial Management was honored last week by the Home Life Insurance Company of New York City for his outstanding achievement during 1964.

Mr. Shah was presented with an engraved bronze Leaders Plaque for placing over one million dollars worth of life insurance in 1964 with HLIC, to place him among the leading field underwriters for the company.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS - PHYSICISTS

Norden will be on campus...

Thursday, March 4

Graduate Physics or Electrical Engineering are invited to discuss current openings in research, design, development and manufacturing in areas such as:

- Radar Systems
- Inertial Guidance Systems
- Television Systems
- Aircraft Instrumentation
- Navigation Systems
- Special Purpose Computers
- Precision Components
- Solid State Devices

Norden's location in Norwalk, Connecticut is easily accessible to the entire New York metropolitan area. For convenient appointment, please contact the Placement Office for an appointment. Through your Placement Office.

Norden

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Letters to The Tech

Vietnam protest

To the Editor:

We oppose the recent bombings of North Vietnam. Recognizing the rationality which a e. a. n. is to have been developing there, we would like to form a committee to meet regularly to discuss and analyze the events and to make our opinions known. All those interested in organizing such a committee are invited to meet Wednesday, February 24 at 5:00 P.M., in Room 4-231.

Besides hearing experts and discussing the issues amongst ourselves, a committee can serve an initial project might be circulating a petition similar to the one which appeared in the New York Times February 15. The actual goals of the committee would be established by a consensus of those present at the meeting. The signers of this letter include both graduate and undergraduate students. It is our hope that the committee will be representative of the entire M.I.T. community.

Prof. Warren Ambrose, mathematics

Michael Marcus, mathematics

Norton Starr, mathematics

Charles Levenson, electronics

Thomas J. Harguson, Political science

Kibitzer

(Continued from page 4)

Hand with the long spades does not have the long clubs. Even if the same hand is long in both black suits, there is a simple exercise if that person has both diamond honors.

After declarer tries the clubs for the three-three break, he must hold onto his top spades. North now has three small clubs, one each in spades, diamonds, and clubs. South has ace, king, and ten in diamonds. East must hold onto his good club, so he can't have more than two diamonds. If West started with the long spades, he must hold onto his club, so East can't have more than two diamonds either.

Now South comes back to his hand to take his ace and king of diamonds and his ten of diamonds, a hand with the long clubs, the contract is made.

Yes, he's going to impress?

Hi, Charlie.

I didn't think Charlie was that kind of guy...

The Largest Stock of Fine Men's Shoes in Metropolitan Boston

Featuring: FLORSHEIM, PEDWIN, HUSH PUPPIES, ACME BOOTS from $8.98 to $24.95 Sizes 5 to 13 Write A to E88

We also feature Jumping-Jacks for children and a complete line of shoes for women.

ROSENBERG'S SHOE STORE

538 MASS. AVE., CENTRAL SQUARE - TR 6-8807

Open Thursday and Friday Evenings until 9 P.M.
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